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Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) metal jetting is a novel additive manufacturing method where parts 
can be manufactured by precisely depositing molten metal droplets. This thesis work explores the 
possibility of using such a method to print engineered lattice structures without the aid of any 
support material. It was determined through experiments that by carefully controlling the droplet 
jetting frequency, the droplet step-over distance, and the stand-off distance between the print head 
and the substrate, pillars with varying angles to the substrate could be printed. Also presented is 
the parameter study which maps droplets jetting frequency, and droplet step-over distance with the 
angle of the printed strut. The experiments discussed here were conducted using 4043 Aluminum 
and the approach can be considered as a generalization that could be extended to any metal that 
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As our human ancestors living during the end of the Stone Age fortuitously stumbled upon a new 
class of strange, shiny materials known as metals, they began a very important age in the history 
of human development. The prehistoric tools and ornaments recovered from various 
archaeological excavations were mostly made of metals existing in their native forms such as gold, 
copper and silver. It was not until the field of metallurgy began to take shape that human beings 
were able to extract metals, other than the ones found in their native forms, trapped in their ores 
by smelting and could selectively add them with other metals to obtain alloys having desired 
physical and chemical properties. The advanced understanding of metals through metallurgical 
science paved the way to unlock the potential that metals held for various applications. In 
retrospect, it will not be an overstatement to say that metals have significantly accelerated 
development in various human endeavors.  
1.1. Engineered Lattice Structures 
Metals have found their way into numerous applications, from fasteners to megastructures, in one 
way or the other . To dismiss their omnipresence is only an exercise in futility. Metals, owing to 
their strength, are valued in load bearing applications. In particular, there are areas where there is 
a growing demand for geometries exhibiting high strength to weight ratios (Nazir et al. 2019). The 
solution to such a demand is offered  by engineered lattice structures that provide stiff, strong, 





Figure 1.1 A 3D printed lattice structure specimen  
 
As is evident from Figure 1.1. lattice structures exhibit some of the most interesting geometries 
and are exceedingly difficult to produce using conventional manufacturing techniques such as 
machining, casting, or molding. Additive manufacturing techniques are typically the only way to 
produce these complex engineered lattice structures.  
1.2. Additive Manufacturing 
In 1983, Charles Hull invented a process known as Stereolithography (3D Systems 2019). With 
his new process, he made what was arguably the first-ever additively manufactured part.  After 
filing a patent for the process in 1984, he went on to co-found 3D Systems in 1986, which is 
believed to be the first additive manufacturing equipment company in the world (3D Systems 
2019). The working principle behind stereolithography is that a UV laser is scanned over a layer 
of UV curable photopolymer in order to cure an area resembling the 2D cross-sectional geometry 
obtained from the CAD model of the file to be printed. After one layer has been processed, the 
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print bed moves down into a resin vat by a distance equal to the set layer height, and the process 
is repeated until the entire object is printed. An illustration from Charles Hull’s patent is shown in 
Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.2 Charles Hull's patent for his Stereolithography apparatus (Hull 1986) 
 
The implication of this demonstration was that the CAD models of parts with complex geometries 
could be split into numerous layers with help of slicer software. Using this approach, the part’s 
geometric complexities are shared among the contiguous printed layers. Simply put, each printed 
layer is essentially an easy to produce 2D pattern with a very small thickness. As the geometrical 
complexity is local to the layer currently being printed, the progression of the build in the printing 
direction enables one to create objects which otherwise are not possible through conventional 
manufacturing. 
One other inherent advantage of AM is its ability to save material. While subtractive 
manufacturing processes start with bar stock us and remove the material that is not part of the 
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necessary geometry, AM aims to deposit only what is necessary, or in some cases only the near 
net shape required, thereby reducing material waste. This approach from AM could bring cost 
savings in areas where materials used are generally on the expensive side. 
Irrespective of the type of AM process that is being used, there are common steps that need to be 
followed while producing an object. First, the 3D model of the object to be printed is created using 
a CAD program. Then information such as geometry, texture, color and other metadata is encoded 
in the form of a 3D file format such as STL, OBJ, 3MF, AMF, VRML, PLY, etc. The most popular 
of all the 3D file formats is STL, where the solid surface is approximated using a mesh of triangles 
coordinates of three vertices and a surface normal vector (Szilvśi-Nagy and Matyasi 2003).  The 
last step is to import any one of the supported 3D file formats into a special program known as a 
slicer. The slicer divides the part into layers of the desired thickness. Each slice layer contains the 
geometry to be printed as well as instructions for the additive manufacturing machine such as the 
motor movements, material extrusion commands, material jetting commands, instructions for 
turning on or off a laser, etc. The slice file it typically some variant of standardized G-code that is 
used in CNC milling machines.  The resulting G-code is loaded into the printer and executed on 
the additive manufacturing machine.  
Advances in scanning technologies have enabled the scanning of legacy parts which do not have 
any accompanying blue print drawings. The point cloud scan data could be meshed later into a 3D 
file format such as PLY, which in turn could be used for 3D printing the scanned object. In the 





1.3. Metal Additive Manufacturing 
Metal Additive Manufacturing techniques can be classified based on the form of the metal 
feedstock material and the underlying method used to build the parts. Table 1.1 lists various metal 
Additive Manufacturing techniques currently available.  
Table 1.1 Metal Additive Manufacturing Techniques 
AM Category Name of the Technique 
Feedstock Material 
Form 
Powder Bed Fusion 
Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
Metal powder 
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) 
Direct Energy Deposition 
Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) Metal powder 
Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing 
(WAAM) 
Metal wire 
Binder Jetting Powder Bed and Inkjet 3D Printing (3DP) Metal powder 
 
1.3.1. Powder Bed Fusion 
A typical Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) process features a source of thermal energy to fuse powder 
particles in the desired regions of each layer. The source of thermal energy and other parameters 
can vary from one process to the other to increase the throughput or to enable the usage of different 
powder materials. Depending on the PBF process used, parts may be produced from powder 
particles made of polymers, ceramics and/or metals. The following sections deal with various 
Powder Bed Fusion processes available for metals.  
1.3.1.1. Laser Powder Bed Fusion  
Figure 1.3 shows the fundamental set-up of a typical Laser Powder Bed Fusion  machine. The 
setup has a system to spread the powder above the build platform, a suitable laser, a laser focusing 
unit, and a computer for processing the input models. The 3D model of the part to be printed is 
sliced into numerous horizontal layers with a defined thickness by the slicer software. A metallic 
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base plate is placed on the build platform and is levelled with a reference plane. The metallic plate 
is then lowered such that a powder spreader deposits a layer of powder having the desired thickness 
above the base plate. As per the information from the computer, the focused laser beam is scanned 
over the surface of the powder thus causing bonding between the powder particles. Once the 
current layer is selectively melted, the build platform is once again lowered by the defined layer 
height. The cycle is then repeated until the final layer is produced. 
 
Figure 1.3 A schematic diagram for Laser Powder Bed Fusion  
1.3.1.2. Electron Beam Melting (EBM) 
In an Electron Beam Melting (EBM) system, energy generated from a high-power electron beam 
is used to melt metal powder to build fully dense metal components layer by layer. The information 
to melt the desired regions in each layer is derived from the CAD model. Precise and fast 
controlling of the electron beam is achieved using electromagnetic coils. The process takes place 
in a controlled vacuum environment at an elevated temperature. Preheating of the entire powder 
bed is achieved by rapid scanning of the high-current electron beam. As a result, the temperature 
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of the bed reaches approximately 0.8 𝑇𝑚 where 𝑇𝑚 is the melting point of the metal. After 
preheating is done, the scan rate for building parts is reduced, and the corresponding beam current 
is reduced to approximately 5 to 10 mA (Murr et al. 2012).  A simple schematic of an EBM system 
is shown in Figure 1.4. 
  
Figure 1.4 Schematic of an EBM system adapted from (Arcam 2019)   
 
1.3.2. Directed Energy Deposition 
In Directed Energy Deposition (DED), building of parts is facilitated by feeding material into a 
melt pool created by an energy source (Gibson, Rosen, and Stucker 2015). A typical DED process 
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uses a laser or electron beam as the energy source to melt the feedstock material. The feedstock 
may take the form of metal powder or wire. Although the different DED approaches have 
similarities, they differ from each other in terms of construction, energy source, and feedstock 
material form. Various types of DED processes are explained in the following sections.  
1.3.2.1. Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) 
Sandia National Laboratories developed the Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) process 
(Atwood et al. 1998).  A representation of the LENS process is shown schematically in Figure 
1.5. The ideal substrate for the process is a flat metal plate which is made of the same material as 
the material to be deposited on it. Each layer is built by injecting metal powder into the melt pool 
created by a focused laser beam on the substrate. The moving laser spot with added powder follows 
the toolpath given in the sliced CAD data. This process is repeated until the entire part is completed 
through the aforementioned deposition method.  
  




1.3.2.2. Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) 
With Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), one can create 3D metallic components by 
depositing metal weld beads layer by layer utilizing either Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) or 
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) as the heat source (Ding et al. 2011). An electric arc is created 
when the flowing electric current bridges the air gap between the electrodes. Resulting heat turns 
gases into a column of glowing plasma which is electrically conductive in nature. The temperature 
associated with the arc is very high, and this heat is used by both GMAW and GTAW to melt the 
metal wire feedstock material. The chief difference between GMAW and GTAW is the nature of 
the electrode used. GMAW continuously feeds a consumable electrode (e.g. the metal feedstock 
wire) to lay down a bead of metal in the desired pattern for a given layer. In contrast, GTAW uses 
a non-consumable tungsten metal electrode to create the arc. The filler metal in this case is the 
wire feedstock material that is fed into the arc to lay down a bead of material along the prescribed 
deposition toolpath. Much like other additive manufacturing processes, the 3D model is sliced 
using a slicer software to generate the G-code required for printing.  Some of the materials that 
could be printed with WAAM are steel (Spencer, Dickens, and Wykes 1998), titanium alloys 
(Almeida and Williams 2010), aluminum alloys (Wu et al. 2018)  and nickel alloys (Clark, Bache, 
and Whittaker 2008). Owing to the high deposition rate and large heat input involved, wire-feed 
processes can experience considerable residual stresses and distortions (Ding et al. 2015). 
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Schematic representations of GMAW and GTAW are shown in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of GMAW (a) and GTAW (b) adapted from (Ding et al. 2015) 
1.3.3. Binder Jetting 
As per the standard terminology provided by ASTM (ASTM F2792) for AM processes, Binder 
Jetting is defined as a process wherein a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join 
powder materials (Standard 2012). Sachs and colleagues filed a patent for a process which 
manufactures parts by bonding powder particles in selected regions of the powder bed using inkjet 
printed liquid binder (Sachs et al. 1993). Once a layer is printed, the next layer of powder is spread 
onto the previous layer by a counter-rotating roller. The process is repeated until the final layer is 
printed. As the powder does not melt during the process, the resulting density of the green as-
printed part is typically on the order of 50% (Mostafaei et al. 2016). In order to densify metal parts, 
debinding and sintering is necessary. It is essential to formulate a suitable powder-binder material 
system along with suitable process parameters for printing and post-processing in order to obtain 
parts with good mechanical properties (Utela et al. 2008). A schematic representation of a binder 









2. Literature Review 
While the introduction chapter provided a brief overview of different metal additive manufacturing 
processes, the focus of this research is on engineered lattice structures. Published research 
pertaining to the fabrication of metal lattice structures is reviewed in this chapter. Special attention 
is devoted to research involving additive manufacturing of lightweight aluminum alloys that may 
be of particular interest in engineered lattice structures.   
2.1. Engineered Metallic Lattice Structures 
In recent years, engineered metallic lattice metallic structures have received considerable interest 
in published literature (Yan et al. 2014). The significance of these materials over other cellular 
materials  is that they can be designed and optimized according to the needs of specific applications 
(Huang et al. 2017). In addition to the load bearing potential of engineered cellular metals, they 
can offer good energy absorption in cases where impact loading is encountered (Queheillalt and 
Wadley 2005). (Cansizoglu et al. 2008) conducted experiments to fabricate Ti-6Al-4V non-
stochastic lattice structures using EBM and observed that directional properties can be enhanced 
by changing the cellular design and by causing progressive changes in the relative density. (Yang 
et al. 2012) fabricated non-stochastic auxetic Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures through EBM and 
concluded that the value of Poisson’s ratio had a significant influence on flexural and compressive 
mechanical properties of structures.  
(Van der Stok et al. 2013) explored the possibility of using porous titanium scaffolds produced 
using SLM as a bone substitute material for large bone defects. The two scaffolds produced with 
strut sizes of 120 m and 230 m were evaluated in a critical load-bearing femoral bone defect 
stabilized with internal plates in rats. The researchers observed that the scaffolds provided 
adequate mechanical support and also facilitated bone formation in the rats. For any powder-based 
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additive manufacturing process, challenge lies in removing the powder within the cellular structure 
(Cansizoglu et al. 2008). (O’Masta et al. 2017) described a method to manufacture Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy octet-truss lattice structure using a ‘snap fit’ assembly for measuring fracture toughness. The 
unit cell assembly for the lattice structure was made by snap fitting out of plane trusses and in 
plane layers. (Huang et al. 2017) demonstrated a way to produce Al based pyramidal lattices using 
investment casting of 3D printed patterns using low melting point non-metallic materials.  
2.2. Drop-on-Demand Metal Printing 
A drop-on-demand jet is defined as a thin discontinuous jet, whose droplet formation occurs at the 
nozzle or orifice as a result of breakup of the jet. The advantage of such a jet is that there are no 
unused droplets (Priest, Smith, and DuBois 1997). Many drop-on-demand printers make use of a 
thermal or piezoelectric source in their fluid chambers to propagate the pressure required for 
droplet generation. In a thermal print head, a microheater element vaporizes a small pocket of the 
fluid. An energy pulse caused by the formation and collapse of the vapor bubble results in ejection 
of a droplet of liquid. In case of a piezoelectric print head, mechanical actuation of the chamber 
causes the formation of a pressure pulse that ejects a droplet (Derby 2008).    
2.3. Precise Deposition of Molten Wax Droplets 
(Gao and Sonin 1994) modified an ink-jet print head to create a drop-on-demand droplet generator 
which was able to precisely deposit 50 μm molten wax droplets in predetermined locations 
controlled by a computer. They conducted an experiment to build solid structures by depositing 
25 molten wax droplets consecutively one above the other at frequencies ranging from 0 Hz to 10 
kHz and concluded that dropwise solidification occurs below 10 Hz.  
The droplets were jetted at 100 °C and the substrate was heated to 38 °C. As frequency increased, 
pillars formed were wider than the droplets themselves. The author’s explanation for the increase 
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in the diameter of pillars at higher frequencies was that the deposited droplets did not have 
sufficient time to completely solidify. The incoming droplets therefore merged with previously 
deposited material in a semi-solid or liquid state and slumped, or broadened, outward.  
2.4. Aluminum Droplet Jetting 
(Orme and Smith 2000) demonstrated a method to generate stable streams of aluminum droplets 
at frequencies up to 24,000 droplets/second with a droplet velocity of 10.9 m/s. The technique uses 
molten aluminum capillary stream break-up caused by the vibration of a rod attached to a PZT 
(lead zirconate titanate) crystal. The rod is submerged in a crucible containing molten aluminum, 
and vibration of the rod causes ejection of droplets from a nozzle at the base of the crucible. 
Droplets jetting onto a moving substrate produce parts using precision droplet-based net-form 
manufacturing (PDM). They also observed that the microstructural images of the parts were devoid 
of splat boundaries The parts produced through molten aluminum deposition had a 30 percent 
increase in their tensile strength when compared to the raw ingot stock.  
2.5. MagnetoJet Technology 
(Vader and Vader 2017) developed a novel drop-on-demand process that can print objects from 
liquid conductive material using magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) physics. The science of MHD 
deals with the behavior of electrical conducting fluids in the presence of intersecting electric and 
magnetic fields (Suter, Weingärtner, and Wegener 2012). A pulsed magnetic field applied to a 
chamber filled with molten metal induces a transient current within the molten metal. The Lorentz 
force density produced as a consequence of the induced current coupling with the magnetic field 
provides the required pseudo-pressure within the chamber for ejection of molten metal droplets 
(Vader et al. 2015). Figure 2.1 depicts the simulation of the magnetic field generated by a pulsed 




Figure 2.1 Simulation of the magnetic field generated by a pulsed magnetic coil and the ejected aluminum droplet 















3.   Problem Statement 
A review of the existing literature reveals that metal lattice structures are predominantly being 
manufactured using powder-based processes such as EBM and laser powder bed fusion. One of 
the key issues of any powder bed fusion process is the fact that unmelted powder must be removed 
from the lattice structure after completion of the part. Practically speaking, most parts in practice 
have solid skins on their surface. A solid skin on top of a lattice structure core would trap unmelted 
powder inside the part surface. Methods to produce lattice structures without powder support are 
therefore of considerable practical interest. 
In this research, the potential for producing engineered metallic lattice structures free of support 
material using metal droplet jetting is explored. No prior research on the topic of engineered lattice 
structures fabricated via metal droplet jetting has been located as of this writing. Thus, there is a 
need to (1) determine the feasibility of producing lattice structures via metal droplet jetting, (2) 
develop process parameter maps to understand the influence of the droplet jetting parameters on 
the angle of the struts (assuming feasibility is established), and (3) to test the mechanical properties 
of the lattice structures manufactured using such a method. These three research needs form the 










4. Research Methodology 
This research aims to first establish the feasibility of producing support-free lattice struts, and to 
then perform a process parameter study to understand how jetting parameters affect strut formation 
in engineered lattice structures with the desired geometry. Once the relationships between the 
process parameters and the response variable (i.e. the angle of the lattice pillar with respect to the 
horizontal axis) are known, it will be possible to select a combination of factor levels to obtain the 
desired pillar angles needed to produce complete lattice structures. 
4.1. Equipment Used 
A Vader Systems MK1 machine shown in Figure 4.1 is a drop-on-demand liquid metal droplet 
printer which employs Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Currently, the machine is capable of 
printing molten aluminum, and its ability to print other metals is being explored.  
 
Figure 4.1 Vader MK-1 molten metal droplet jetting printer 
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The MK1 feeds solid metal wire from a spool into a print head assembly which includes upper and 
lower pumps. The lower pump contains the orifice through which molten aluminum droplets are 
ejected. The upper pump acts as a reservoir for molten metal. The heat required for melting the 
aluminum wire when it enters the upper pump is provided by a resistive graphite heater. As metals 
form oxides at elevated temperatures, a constant stream of argon from a tank is made to flow 
around the nozzle to form a protective sheath. The print bed is capable of being heated as well.  
The control over droplet and substrate temperature is important to ensure remelting and bonding 
between the droplets (Chao et al. 2013).   
The MK1 uses the principle of MHD to eject molten metal droplets through the nozzle as described 
in Section 2.5 The characteristics of the pulsed magnetic field are dependent on the input voltage 
and the waveform produced by the function generator. The frequency of the droplets ejected are 
controlled by the pulse frequency. 
The print head which houses the upper and lower pumps can move up and down in the Z-axis 
direction, and the print bed can move in the X and Y-axis directions. The pulse timing and 
appropriate movements in the X, Y and Z-axis directions  aids in building the desired 3-




Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of Vader MK1 System  (Jayabal, Zope, and Cormier 2018) 
 
 
The experiments described in this document were conducted using Al 4043 whose chemical 
composition limits in weight percentage is shown in Table 4.1. All the weight percentage values 
indicated are the maximum allowable limits. 
 




Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Others Be Al 
4.5 to 6.0 0.80  0.30  0.05  0.05  0.10  0.20  0.15 total (0.05 each) 0.0008  Remaining 
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4.2. Printing Conditions for Lattice Struts 
Dropwise solidification occurs when a deposited droplet partially solidifies following loss of heat 
via conduction, convection, and radiation. Ideally, each droplet impinges on the previously 
deposited material with sufficient heat to induce some degree of remelting that produces sufficient 
metallurgical bonding. The droplet jetting frequency determines the amount of time one droplet 
has to cool down and solidify before the next droplet arrives. In order to produce lattice structure 
struts, or columns, it is necessary to have jetting conditions in which one droplet has time to 
solidify before the next droplet lands on top of it with full or partial overlap. The frequency should 
be chosen such that overlapping droplet material builds up vertically without slumping due to 
excessive heat. Columns formed when droplets are fired at low frequency will have an incline 
angle greater than that of the columns formed when droplets are jetted at much higher frequencies. 
At higher frequencies, the columns tend to get shorter and larger in diameter (Gao and Sonin 1994).  
Table 4.2 Process parameters for the preliminary experiment 
Parameter Value 
Nozzle orifice diameter (µm) 500 
Reservoir temperature (°C) 950 
Print bed temperature (°C) 350 
Argon flow rate (SCFH) 15 
 
For this research the process parameters indicated in Table 4.2 were held constant. The frequency, 
droplet overlap fraction and z standoff distance between the nozzle and the print bed were then 
varied for the purpose of this research. 
4.3. Drop Size Calculation 
The nozzle used in this research had a 500 μm orifice. The droplet sizes are often smaller than the 
nozzle diameter though. For this reason, the droplet diameter was estimated based on the average 
mass of 10,000 droplets. By design, the Vader MK1’s motion controller only generates drops when 
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there is a movement of the print head or build platform in the Cartesian space. By setting the pulse 
distance to a particular value, one can instruct the machine to generate a drop every time it moves 
a distance matching the value set for the pulse distance. Before every print job is run, a calibration 
routine is executed to jet 10,000 droplets into a weighing pan. The procedure to calculate the 
aluminum droplet size from an example calibration mass of 1.2 g is shown below. 
Calibration mass = 1.2 g 
Mass of a single droplet =  
1.2 g
10,000 droplets
= 0.00012 g/ drop 
Volume of a single droplet =  








= 0.00004461 cm3 =  0.04461 mm3 
Therefore, 
Droplet diameter = 2 × (
Volume of a single droplet × 3
4 ×  π
)
1
3 = 0.440 mm 
 
4.4. Surface Plot of Printing Parameters 
For the dropwise printing of slanted pillars, factors considered for the experiments were droplet 
temperature, substrate temperature, droplet jetting frequency, stand-off distance between the print 
head and the substrate, and the droplet overlap fraction.  The droplet overlap fraction could be 
defined as the percentage overlap between two droplets of the same diameter. It is used to 
determine the pulse distance provided as an input to the machine as shown below. 
 




 To understand the impact of the considered factors on the angles of the printed pillars, a full 
factorial study was performed. The factors and levels considered for this study are listed in Table 
4.3. For the given number of factors and their levels, the total number of experiments that was 
required to run was 504. For a given frequency and stand-off distance, a row of pillars was printed 
starting with a droplet overlap fraction value of 1 for the first pillar. Each successive pillar was 
printed behind the previous pillar, with a droplet overlap fraction that was 0.025 lower than the 
previous pillar. The final pillar was printed with a droplet overlap fraction value of 0.5. Pillar 
formed with a droplet overlap fraction of 1 had droplet step-over distance of zero. Pillar formed 
with a droplet overlap fraction of 0.5 had a step over distance equal to half of the droplet diameter. 
Table 4.3 Factors and their levels considered for parameter mapping 
Factor Levels 
Stand-off distance (mm) 45, 65 & 85 
Frequency (Hz) 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, & 30 
Droplet overlap fraction 0.5 to 1 in steps of 0.025 (total of 21 levels) 
 
Pillars printed with droplet overlap fractions ranging from 0.5 to 1 for a given droplet jetting 
frequency and stand-off distance are shown in Figure 4.3. It is to be noted that, only the pillars 
printed at levels 9, 18, and 30 Hz of the factor ‘frequency’ have been shown in the image for the 
ease of viewing. Therefore, the total number of pillars or experiments corresponding to this image 
is 189. Refer to Appendix A for images of  the remaining 315 pillars. Irrespective of the droplet 
jetting frequency and the stand-off distance used, the pillars formed with droplet overlap fraction 
of 1 invariably resulted in pillars that were essentially 90° with respect to the substrate. The 
diameters of the pillars varied as the frequency changed though. Furthermore, smaller droplet 
overlap fractions resulted in slanted pillars with decreasing angles relative to the substrate. This 
held true for any given frequency and stand-off combination. Variation in pillar diameters could 
be attributed to differences in cooling time at different frequencies used for printing the pillars. At 
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higher frequencies, the time of impact between two droplets is drastically reduced, and there is 
less time for previously deposited material to cool down. The incoming molten droplet remelts this 
partially solidified material upon deposition and spreads out more to produce a larger diameter 
strut.  
 
Figure 4.3 Pillars printed with various combinations of stand-off distance, frequency and droplet overlap fraction 
values. (Only 189 out of the total 504 pillars are shown here) 
While a droplet overlap ratio of 1 leads to vertical pillars whose diameters vary in response to the 
droplet jetting frequencies, droplet overlap ratios other than 1 in combination with various droplet 
jetting frequencies result in pillars being formed at various angles with the substrate. Figure 4.4 
illustrates an example where droplet diameter ‘D’, droplet spacing ‘x’ and droplet bonding depth 
‘y’ result in a pillar with angle ‘β’ to the substrate. It is to be noted that the bonding depth ‘y’ is 





Figure 4.4  Inclined pillar printed with droplet jetting frequency ‘f’ 
 
In Figure 4.5, all factors other than jetting frequency are the same as in the previous case. 
However, the droplet jetting frequency is increased from ‘f’ to ‘f1’. As hypothesized earlier, a 
higher frequency value means the droplet already impinged on to the substrate may be in a liquid 
or semi-solid state when the next droplet arrives on top of it. As a result, the incoming droplet will 
be able to weld deeper into the previously deposited droplet. In this case the higher frequency ‘f1’ 
causes an increase in the bonding depth from ‘y’ to ‘y1’. As a consequence, the pillar formed this 




Figure 4.5  Inclined pillar printed with droplet jetting frequency ‘f1’ 
 
While larger diameter struts may be stronger, droplet jetting at higher frequencies is not conducive 
for the formation of linear slanted pillars. As it could be seen from Figure 4.3, increasing the 
frequency while maintaining the same stand-off distance resulted in fewer successful slanted 
pillars and visible drooping. At the lower droplet overlap ratios, waviness in pillars or complete 
failure was observed. Also, at higher nozzle stand-off distances more deformities were observed 
in the slanted pillars. The images of the slanted pillars printed at various factor combinations were 
captured and the image processing program ‘ImageJ’ was used to determine the angles between 
the slanted pillars and the substrate. A table containing the angle measurements of all the pillars 
printed at various combinations of factor levels has been included in Appendix A. The angles for 
the failed pillars were recorded to have zero degrees with the substrate. 
 
Collected pillar angles were plotted as a function of frequency and droplet overlap fraction values 
for a given stand-off distance (Figure 4.6). Compared to the stand-off distances of 45 and 85 mm, 
a 65 mm stand-off distance seemed to produce better pillar forming conditions as indicated by 
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more standing pillars. As with lower droplet jetting frequencies, a higher stand-off means the 
droplet has additional time to lose its heat to the surrounding before hitting the previously 
deposited material. Pillars formed under these conditions are characterized by poor bonding or in 
the worst case no bonding at all. If the stand-off is too low, the  droplets spend less time in flight 
and the heat lost to the surrounding is significantly less compared to the droplets fired from a 
higher stand-off distance. This causes excessive remelting between droplets and as a result 
drooping and waviness could be observed in the slanted pillars. 
 
Figure 4.6 Plot of pillar angle as a function of droplet overlap fraction and frequency for a given stand-off distance 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the main effects plot of the factors affecting the pillar formation angle. It could 
be understood that by increasing the stand-off distance from 45 mm to 65 mm between the print 
head and the substrate, results in printing pillars with slightly steeper angles with the substrate 
and increasing the stand-off distance further to 85 mm causes a decrease in the pillar angles. It is 
observed that, increasing the frequency of droplet jetting, results in decreasing pillar angles. And 
lastly, it could be inferred from the plot that, increasing droplet overlap fraction causes increase 
in the pillar angles and the increase is steeper after the droplet overlap fraction value of 0.750. 
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The corresponding Analysis of Variance and Model Summary tables have been included in 
Appendix B. 
 
Figure 4.7: Main effects comparison of factors influencing the pillar angle 
To print engineered lattice structures, it is important to have linear pillars formed with sufficient 
remelting between the droplets to produce structurally intact struts. As it could be observed from 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.6, stand-off distance of 65 mm appears to be suitable for printing a wide 
range of pillar angles with reasonable remelting behavior. For this reason, the stand-off value used 
for the subsequent experiments to print lattice structures with varying cell dimensions was held 
constant at 65 mm. 
 
4.5. Unit Cell Dimensions 
Lattice structures are principally made of pillars with varying angles relative to the horizontal 
plane. Three unit cell dimensions were chosen for the lattice structures to be printed. It was evident 
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from the process parameter mapping exercise that by controlling droplet spacing, jetting 
frequency, and standoff distance, one could print aluminum pillars at various angles. This provides 
the essential building blocks of a lattice structure.  The unit cell type chosen for the lattice 
structures is shown in Figure 4.8. The unit cell consists of four vertical pillars, and eight slanted 
as shown below.  
 
Figure 4.8 Unit cell of the lattice structure 
Three unit cell sizes were considered for printing the lattice structures. The base of the unit cell is 
a square with sides of length ‘w’ and the height of the cell is given by ‘h’.  For such a construction, 
the angle ‘α’ formed by the inclined pillars with the substrate is given by 




 shows the dimensions of the three chosen unit cells A, B, and C and the parameters required for 
printing the corresponding slanted pillars. The results from the response surface plot were used to 
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choose the appropriate droplet jetting frequency, stand-off distance and droplet overlap fraction to 
produce slanted pillars having the correct slope needed to produce the respective unit cells.  
Table 4.4 Unit cell dimensions and printing parameters used 
Dimension or Parameter Unit Cell A Unit Cell B Unit Cell C 
Unit Cell Width, w (mm) 5.3 6.1 6 
Unit Cell Height, h (mm) 2.9 6.3 8.7 
Diagonal Strut Angle, α (°) 21.15 36.14 45.71 
Frequency (Hz) 12 21 30 
Stand-off distance (mm) 65 65 65 
Droplet overlap fraction 0.65 0.8 0.85 
 
Based on the dimensions, unit cell A is wider than it is tall, unit cell B is as wide/deep as it is tall, 
and unit cell C is taller than it is wide.  Figure 4.9 shows the dimensions and the corresponding 
strut angles α for the unit cells A, B and C.  
 
Figure 4.9  Dimensions and the corresponding strut angles for unit cells A, B and C. 
4.6. G-code for Lattice Structures  
The unit cells discussed earlier were used to print 3 x 3 x 2 lattice structures i.e. 3 unit cells in the 
X-axis direction, 3 unit cells in the Y-axis direction and 2 unit cells in the Z-axis direction, for a 
total of 18 unit cells in a lattice structure. A typical 3 x 3 x 2 lattice structure with raft is illustrated 
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in Figure 4.10. Rafts were printed as a means to conveniently remove the lattice structures from 
the substrate without damaging the pillars. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 A 3 x 3 x 2 lattice structure with raft 
As there is a need to control the parameters carefully for printing the lattice pillars, the usual route 
of modelling the geometry using a CAD package to generate the G-code was not followed. The 
method adopted to accomplish the printing was to print the pillars one by one in sequence with 
suitable parameters. A sample code for printing a 10 mm long strut in positive X-axis direction is 
shown in Figure 4.11. 
  
Figure 4.11 G-code lines for printing a 10mm long strut 
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The G-code lines shown above were generated based upon an average droplet diameter of 0.440 
mm, a droplet jetting frequency of 140 Hz, and a droplet overlap fraction of 0.5. The keywords in 
the G-code lines, and their description are tabulated in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 G-code keywords and their description 
Keyword Description 
PRIO_OFF Droplet jetting switched OFF 
G1 Command to move in straight lines 
X, Y, Z Cartesian coordinates in mm 
F Feed rate in mm/min 
PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE Droplet step-over distance in mm 
PRIO_ON Droplet jetting switched ON 
 
The PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE is nothing but the ‘pulse distance’ which was discussed earlier in 
Section 4.4. While a feed rate F = 1500 mm/min which appears first in the code is hard coded for 
non-printing moves, F = 1848 mm/min is tied to the much required droplet firing frequency as 
shown below and is crucial for the formation of pillars. As the feed rate is read by the machine in 
mm/min, the constant 60 is multiplied to right hand side of the equation to convert the time 
dimension in droplet firing frequency from seconds to minutes. 
Feed rate = Droplet firing frequency × Pulse distance × 60 
 
Although the G-code lines can be coded manually for printing simple lattice struts as explained 
previously, it is impractical to hand code instructions for printing something as complex as a lattice 
structure with its numerous three-dimensional coordinates. Hence the process of generating the G-
code to print lattice structures was automated using a simple Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) 
program implemented within Microsoft Excel. The parametric lattice dimensions and printing 
parameters that the user can edit within Excel are shown in Figure 4.12. The user enters the 
appropriate values, and then presses the “Generate G-Code” button to produce the file that is to be 
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executed on the MK1 machine. The VBA code for printing lattice structures with raft could be 
found in Appendix C.  
  






5. Results and Discussion 
5.1. Printing the lattice structures 
The necessary variables from  were entered in the fields of the Excel spreadsheet to achieve the 
desired unit cells A, B and C as specified in Table 3.4. The corresponding G-code was then 
generated for each of the unit cell sizes. Lattice structures built with unit cell type A, B and C are 
shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively. 
 







Figure 5.2 3 x 3 x 2 lattice structure made of unit cell type B 
 
 





Lattice structures whose unit cells are made of unit cell type A, B and C are shown in one frame 
in Figure 5.4 to understand the difference in their sizes. 
 
Figure 5.4  Size comparison of lattice structures (3 x 3 x 2) made of unit cells A, B, and C respectively 
 
5.2. Micrographs of the slanted lattice pillars 
Slanted pillars from unit cell A, B and C were separated from the lattice structures to be prepared 
for viewing under microscope. The first step in preparing a sample for micrography is to cut the 
sample in the desired viewing plane using a suitable cutter. Following this, the sample is placed 
with its cut side facing down at the bottom of a standard sized cylindrical mold and the mold is 
filled with epoxy resin to cure overnight. After the resin is cured, the sample embedded in hardened 
epoxy is ejected from the mold and is transferred to the sample holder of a machine that could 
perform grinding and polishing. Owing to the work holding challenges posed by the size of the 
lattice pillars, the initial step of cutting the pillars along their midplanes was skipped. Instead, the 
epoxy samples were ground in stages until only half of the pillar thickness remained. Following 
the grinding process, the samples were polished using a slurry containing 3 μm particles and later 
with a slurry containing 1 μm particles. A Hirox KH-7700 Digital Microscope was used to capture 




 shows the cross section of a slanted pillar from unit cell A whose droplet overlap fraction was 
0.65 and whose diagonal struts are at an angle of 21.15 degrees relative to the horizontal plane. It 
is evident from the image that the lower droplet overlap fraction and the low droplet jetting 




Figure 5.5 Cross section of a slanted pillar from unit cell A 
 
 
 depicts the cross section of a slanted pillar from unit cell B which has a droplet overlap fraction 
of 0.8 and a diagonal strut angle of 36.14 degrees relative to the horizontal plane. More remelting 
could be seen between the droplets owing to the fact that the droplets are spaced closer than that 




Figure 5.6 Cross section of a slanted pillar from unit cell B 
 
From , it could be seen that the strut quality for unit cell C is better than the previous two cases 
owing to the droplet overlap ratio value of 0.85 and a higher droplet jetting frequency value of  30 
Hz.  
 
Figure 5.7 Cross section of a slanted pillar from unit cell C 
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5.3. Test for Mechanical Strength 
Having discussed the method to build lattice structures using MHD jetting, it is also important to 
assess the strength of the lattice structures and determine if sintering can improve the strength of 
the lattice structures. Most of the lattice structures used in various applications have unit cells with 
equal length, width and height. Out of the three unit cell types explained earlier, unit cell B has 
nearly equal length, width and height. Citing the same reason, six replicates of the unit cell B lattice 
structure were printed, and three of the six samples were subjected to a sintering cycle. Then, the 
strength of both as-printed and sintered lattice samples were evaluated via compression testing. 
The testing was done using an electromechanical testing system, where the lattice were be placed 
on a platen and an opposing anvil exerted the load as shown in Figure 5.8. The load cell or a load 
transducer, a device coupled to the anvil, measured the applied load and converted it to an electric 
signal for the control system to measure and display it.  The machine that was used to perform the 
compression testing was an Instron 5567 with a 10 kN load cell. The compression was done at the 
rate of 1 mm/min with no preload applied.  
 




Sintering is a technique often used to produce density-controlled materials from metal or ceramic 
powders using thermal energy (Kang 2004). It is most often a solid-state process in which loose 
particles begin to fuse together and densify through diffusion at the point contacts between 
particles. In the case of lattice structures printed via the MHD process, the aim was to determine 
whether or not sintering could further densify and strengthen individual struts where incomplete 
droplet fusion had taken place during jetting at lower frequencies. For this study, a Cerampress 
Qex controlled atmosphere furnace shown in Figure 5.9 was used to sinter the lattice samples.  
 
Figure 5.9  Cerampress Qex Furnace 
As sintering involved heating up the samples close to the melting point of aluminum, a gas mixture 
containing Argon 95% and Hydrogen 5% was used to prevent oxidation at elevated temperatures. 
To determine a reasonable maximum sintering temperature where the lattice structures do not 
deform due to slumping, test samples were held at 600°C, 550°C and 525°C separately for 2 hours 
inside the furnace. Figure 5.10  shows significantly deformed test samples 1 and 2 which were 
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held at 600°C and 550°C respectively. As the holding temperature of 525°C did not cause 
deformation in the sample, it was chosen as the maximum temperature for the sintering cycle.  
 
 
Figure 5.10  Deformed samples 1 and 2 which were held at 600°C and 550°C respectively. 
The furnace was programmed to reach a maximum temperature of 525°C slowly at a rate of 
3°C/minute. This temperature was maintained for 2 hours. From there, the furnace was cooled 
down to room temperature at a rate of 3°C/minute as shown in Figure 5.11.  
 
 




5.5. Compression Test Results 
Group 1 consisted of samples 1, 2 and 3 which were compression tested in their as-printed state. 
Group 2 consisted of samples 4, 5, and 6 which went through the sintering cycle illustrated in 
Figure 5.11. These samples were then compression tested. Figure 5.12 shows the force-
displacement plot for Group 1 samples.  
 
 
Figure 5.12  Compression test result for Group 1 
Figure 5.13 shows the force-displacement plot for the Group 2 samples which were sintered before 






Figure 5.13  Compression test result for Group 2 
Table 5.1 lists the maximum loads withstood by the lattice samples before yielding. As Group 2 
contains first and second highest values for maximum load, it appears that post-deposition 
sintering holds potential for improving the strength of the lattice samples based on the available 
data. This would appear to be a promising avenue of study for future in-depth research.  
Table 5.1  Summary of the compression test results for Group 1 and Group 2 
Sample no. Sintered Maximum load before yield (N) 
1 No 360.63 
2 No 196.20 
3 No 297.50 
4 Yes 456.40 
5 Yes 369.60 
6 Yes 276.80 
 
In dropwise deposition, the pillars formed are not always perfect. Deposition inaccuracies could 
cause waviness and surface roughness in the pillars. This causes the loading to be different for 
each lattice structure during compression testing. That, coupled with some incomplete fusion as 
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seen in previous micrographs can result in significant variability in mechanical properties. Also, 
the diameter of the pillars will always be more or less equal to the droplet size. The surface 
roughness as a percentage of strut diameter is therefore quite large.  
5.6. Lattice with spiral pillars: 
An alternative method is to print pillars in layers, where each layer has droplets deposited in a 
toolpath that follows an Archimedean spiral. Figure 5.14 shows the example of an Archimedean 
spiral, where ‘a’ is the initial radius, ‘c’ is the final radius, ‘b’ is the radial distance between any 
two consecutive turns and ‘θ’ is the angle formed by the line connecting any point on the curve 
and the center with the horizontal in radians.  
 
Figure 5.14 An Archimedean Spiral 
 





xcoordinate = (a + bθ) cos(θ) 
 
ycoordinate = (a + bθ) sin(θ) 
 
For a spiral with ‘n’ turns, the growth rate of the spiral, ‘b’, is given by the following equation.  
 





Using these equations to generate the toolpaths, aluminum droplets could be programmed to be 
deposited with a predetermined drop spacing value as shown in Figure 5.15. 
 
Figure 5.15  Aluminum droplets deposited along the curve 
 
The value ‘b’ in the equation of the spiral governs the spacing between any two consecutive turns 
in the spiral. This is analogous to the drop spacing value between any two consecutive droplets in 
conventional MHD printing. To prevent voids from appearing between the turns, the value of ‘b’ 
should be less than or equal to the drop spacing value. As the goal is to print solid pillars, the initial 
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radius ‘a’ should be zero for the spiral. Figure 5.16  shows such a pillar printed whose diameter 
is 5 mm. This is substantially larger than previously shown struts whose diameters were well under 
1 mm.  
 
Figure 5.16 Wider 5 mm strut printed using spiral layers 
 
 
Having printed a single pillar with layers in the form of spirals, a program was developed to 
calculate all the necessary constants and coordinates to produce lattice structures whose strut 
diameters could be as large as the design dictates. The program generates the G-code file necessary 
for printing. Figure 5.17 shows a 3 x 3 x 1 lattice sample printing using this method. This is one 
single demonstration piece, and much work remains to refine and improve the quality of prints. 
However, a technique capable of producing lattice structures having arbitrarily large strut 





















6.  Summary and Recommendations for Future Work 
 
6.1. Summary 
In this research work, important controllable process parameters were identified and their effect 
on pillar formation angles were studied. As the results from the preliminary study suggested a 
relationship between the process parameters and the angles of the printed pillars, a full factorial 
design study was conducted by printing pillars with various combinations of the factor levels and 
the corresponding angles of the printed pillars  were documented. The collected pillar angles along 
with the factor levels were then mapped in a surface plot and favorable combinations of process 
parameters were selected from the surface plot to print lattice structures with three different unit 
cell dimensions. Additionally, the method to generate G-code by considering the controllable 
process parameters was described. 
Replicates of the lattice structure made of the chosen unit cell type were then printed and tested 
for their mechanical strength in their as printed and post sintered states. Though not conclusive, 
the compression test results indicated that  subjecting the lattice sample to a sintering cycle, the 
load bearing capacity of the sample seemed to increase. Also, a method to print lattice structures 
with scalable pillar diameters composed of spiral layers was demonstrated. 
 
6.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
Figure 6.1 shows a part with overhangs - a common feature in many functional parts. A powder-
based metal additive manufacturing process can print overhangs with ease, as a layer is always 
printed on a bed of powder particles acting as support material. Due to the lack of powder bed 
support material in the MHD printing process, it is difficult to print the part shown in the image in 
its current orientation. As support material would enable printing a wide range of geometries, a 
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preliminary study on the use of lattice structures for supporting overhangs was explored. If lattice 
structures are to be used as support structures, the tops of the unit cells interfacing with the 
overhangs must be bridged so that the resulting solid surface could be used for printing the 
overhangs.  
 
Figure 6.1 A T-shaped part with overhangs on both sides 
 
Two approaches were considered to bridge the gaps on the top of unit cells, so that they could be 
used as support for building downward facing features. Figure 6.2  shows approach A where a 
contour is printed on top of the unit cell and on top of that a raft is printed. To accomplish the 
horizontal bridging in this case, we need to print with very low droplet firing frequencies and low 
droplet overlap ratio. Figure 6.3 shows approach B where an inverted pyramid is filled on the top 




Figure 6.2 Approach A for bridging 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Approach B for bridging 
Appendix D contains the extra parameters (other than the ones already provided in Appendix C) 
and the subroutines for both the approaches. Figure 6.4 shows the unit cell printed with approach 
A, and it is apparent that the bridging is poor. Also, it was understood that this method was not 
repeatable, and it would not be a robust method to use. In Figure 6.5, the unit cell printed with 
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bridging approach B is shown. It was found during the experiments that the bridging method B 












Figure 6.5 Approach B bridging result 
 
It is possible to utilize approach B on unit cells where there is a need for support structures. Figure 
6.6 envisions a system where lattice structures with bridging on the top can act as support materials 
while printing downward facing features. A great deal of research is needed to fully exploit these 
and closely related approaches to support structures, and this is recommended as a promising area 




Figure 6.6 Unit cells with approach B bridging used as support materials for downward facing surfaces 
 
Although it is possible to build hollow parts using powder bed systems, it is difficult to empty the 
trapped powder without escape holes. It is, however, possible to produce solid-skinned parts with 
internal engineered lattice support structures using the bridging techniques discussed in this thesis.  
Currently the slicer for Vader MK1 does not have the ability to generate supports for downward 
facing features. If the initial ideas presented in this study could be ported to the slicer, it will be 
helpful in generating lattice structures as support materials whenever it detects downward facing 
features. 
As the nature of the printing process is within the realm of multiphysics, it will be very useful if 
the process were to be modelled using computational fluid dynamics and solidification modeling. 
With properly validated multiphysics models, process simulation would be a much more effective 
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8. Appendix      






Droplet overlap fraction 
1.000 0.975 0.950 0.925 0.900 0.875 0.850 0.825 0.800 0.775 0.750 0.725 0.700 0.675 0.650 0.625 0.600 0.575 0.550 0.525 0.500 
45 
9 90.620 85.720 81.025 75.803 70.962 65.910 60.959 58.560 53.433 48.438 44.309 37.536 33.668 28.501 24.838 17.589 0 0 0 0 0 
12 90.192 85.697 80.676 74.838 69.851 64.851 58.701 53.531 48.348 41.068 33.348 24.054 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 87.423 82.583 77.707 74.028 66.584 62.836 57.838 53.354 47.975 45.292 40.287 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 90.366 83.826 77.002 70.479 64.096 57.492 50.283 44.053 34.315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 89.659 80.312 74.679 68.764 63.06 55.166 48.383 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 89.831 80.193 72.327 70.222 62.122 52.468 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 89.034 80.119 68.496 54.188 32.125 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 89.184 79.195 70.979 57.605 40.941 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
65 
9 90.269 84.638 79.583 72.946 66.765 58.945 54.206 48.19 43.696 34.335 31.535 24.438 17.731 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 89.169 82.609 77.701 72.669 67.879 63.419 57.158 52.243 47.388 41.51 37.965 33.07 32.562 27.522 21.531 15.62 0 0 0 0 0 
15 89.427 82.972 76.495 70.522 64.187 58.764 51.973 44.685 40.539 33.102 27.045 17.271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 90.106 83.569 78.711 73.467 68.714 57.44 53.931 50.371 42.594 36.87 32.471 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 89.391 82.51 76.123 68.375 61.246 53.912 46.833 40.191 34.434 24.605 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 89.204 82.997 77.336 71.144 63.938 58.615 51.324 45.286 36.449 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 90.179 83.195 76.234 71.907 59.657 56.821 50.064 44.061 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 89.132 81.951 73.237 67.094 60.255 52.943 45.725 36.384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
85 
9 89.694 82.881 76.482 70.495 65.751 55.856 51.334 36.812 32.917 24.87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 90.629 85.081 79.058 72.575 64.989 59.765 50.812 44.724 34.823 30.132 23.292 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 89.727 82.117 75.159 67.104 58.563 50.058 42.51 31.59 24.879 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 88.971 82.924 76.304 69.444 63.131 54.006 43.363 36.747 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 89.964 82.242 76.186 68.782 65.047 54.902 49.348 43.062 38.052 31.055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 89.569 81.87 76.115 68.07 62.103 55.84 48.707 37.824 31.711 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 88.569 80.4 72.131 69.353 64.318 60.652 54.882 48.421 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 











8.2. Appendix B: 
 
The Minitab results table for the full factorial study performed on the influence of the printing 





















8.3. Appendix C: 
 
Public DropDiameter As Single 
Public DropsInTower As Integer 
Public TowerHeight As Single 
Public TowerFrequency As Integer 
Public BaselineFrequency As Integer 
Public BaselineOverlapFraction As Single 
Public SlantingFrequency As Integer 
Public SlantingOverlapFraction As Single 
Public BridgingFrequency As Integer 
Public BridgingOverlapFraction As Single 
Public CellWidth As Single 
Public PyGap As Single 
Public PGap As Single 
Public VertexGap As Single 
Public ZStandoff As Single 
Public CellHt As Single 
Public NumXCells As Integer 
Public NumYCells As Integer 
Public IdleMoveSpeed As Integer 
Public LineWidthBottom As Single 
Public NumLayers As Integer 
Public LayerNum As Integer 
Public TrackHeight As Single 
 




Dim XWidth As Single 
Dim YWidth As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim XPos As Single 
Dim YPos As Single 
Dim ZPos As Single 
Dim NumFillLines As Integer 
Dim Direction As Integer 
Dim PDBaseline As Single 
Dim BasePrintVelocity As Single 
 
'constants 
ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) 
XWidth = 2 * (PGap + PyGap) + (CellWidth * NumXCells) + (2 * PyGap * (NumXCells - 1)) 
YWidth = 2 * (PGap + PyGap) + (CellWidth * NumYCells) + (2 * PyGap * (NumYCells - 1)) 
PDBaseline = DropDiameter * (1 - BaselineOverlapFraction) 
BasePrintVelocity = BaselineFrequency * PDBaseline * 60 
NumFillLines = XWidth / LineWidthBottom 
 
'Printing the contour 
Print #1, ";Prints a contour" 
Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
Print #1, "G1X0Y0Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBaseline, "#.0000000") 
Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
Print #1, "G1 X" & XWidth & "F" & BasePrintVelocity 
Print #1, "G1 Y" & YWidth & "F" & BasePrintVelocity 
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Print #1, "G1 X0 F" & BasePrintVelocity 
Print #1, "G1 Y0 F" & BasePrintVelocity 
Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
'Printing the raft beads 
Print #1, ";Prints the raft beads" 
Direction = 0 '0 for printing from front to back and 1 for back to front 
For i = 1 To NumFillLines - 1 'Subtract 1 because of the contour lines 
   XPos = i * LineWidthBottom 
   If Direction = 0 Then 
      YPos = 0 
      Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
      Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBaseline, "#.0000000") 
      Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
      YPos = YWidth 
      Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & BasePrintVelocity 
      Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
      Direction = 1 'reverses the direction 
 
   Else 
      YPos = YWidth 
      Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
      Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBaseline, "#.0000000") 
      Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
      YPos = 0 
      Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & BasePrintVelocity 
      Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
      Direction = 0 'reverses the direction 
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'Subroutine to print the pyramids and the towers 
 
Sub Pyramids_and_pillars() 
Dim XWidth As Single 
Dim YWidth As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim XPos As Single 
Dim YPos As Single 
Dim ZPos As Single 
Dim NumFillLines As Integer 
Dim Direction As Integer 
Dim PDSlanting As Single 
Dim SlantingVelocity As Single 
Dim PDVertical As Single 





'Distance below the current layer 






'Pulse distance of the slanted lines in the pyramid 
PDSlanting = DropDiameter * (1 - SlantingOverlapFraction) 
 
'The speed with which the slanted pillars in the pyramid are to be printed 
SlantingVelocity = SlantingFrequency * PDSlanting * 60 
 
'Pulse distance for the towers 
PDVertical = TowerHeight / DropsInTower 
 
'The speed with which the towers have to be printed 
VerticalVelocity = TowerFrequency * PDVertical * 60 
 
 
'Loop to print slanted pillars from the bottom four corners up to the central node 
For i = 1 To NumXCells 
   For j = 1 To NumYCells 
       Print #1, ";***Print the converging slanted pillars for cell " & i & "," & j & "~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " 
      '*****Print the first slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = PGap + PyGap + ((2 * PyGap) * (i - 1)) + (CellWidth * (i - 1)) 
        YPos = PGap + PyGap + ((2 * PyGap) * (j - 1)) + (CellWidth * (j - 1)) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the first slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
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        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
      '*****Print the second slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the second slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
 
      '*****Print the third slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
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        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the third slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
      '*****Print the fourth slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the fourth slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
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        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
 
   Next j 
Next i 
 
'Loop to print the corner towers 
 
 
Print #1, ";****Print towers on four corners |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||" 
 
For i = 1 To (NumXCells + 1) 
   For j = 1 To (NumYCells + 1) 
        
        'Compute X and Y coordinates of the tower 
        XPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (i - 1)) 
        YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (j - 1)) 
        ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + TrackHeight 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the tower " & i & "," & j & "***" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 




        ZPos = ZPos + CellHt 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1Z" & ZPos & "F" & VerticalVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 




'Loop to print slanted pillars from the central node to top four corners 
For i = 1 To NumXCells 
   For j = 1 To NumYCells 
       Print #1, ";***Print the diverging slanted pillars for cell " & i & "," & j & "~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " 
      '*****Print the first slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = PGap + PyGap + ((2 * PyGap) * (i - 1)) + (CellWidth * (i - 1)) + ((CellWidth / 2) - 
VertexGap) 
        YPos = PGap + PyGap + ((2 * PyGap) * (j - 1)) + (CellWidth * (j - 1)) + ((CellWidth / 2) - 
VertexGap) 
        ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (CellHt / 2) + TrackHeight 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the first slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
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        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
      '*****Print the second slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the second slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
 
      '*****Print the third slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
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        Print #1, ";***Print the third slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
    
        XPos = XPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
      '*****Print the fourth slanted pillar***** 
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos - (CellHt / 2) 
         
        Print #1, ";***Print the fourth slanted pillar" 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDSlanting, "#.0000000") 
 
         
        XPos = XPos - CellWidth / 2 + VertexGap 
        YPos = YPos + CellWidth / 2 - VertexGap 
        ZPos = ZPos + (CellHt / 2) 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
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        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & SlantingVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 





'This is the main routine that executes when the 'Generate G-Code' button is pressed 
Sub ThreeDInfill() 
Dim myFile As String 
Dim YPos As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
 
 
DropDiameter = Cells(1, "B").Value 
DropsInTower = Cells(2, "B").Value 
TowerHeight = Cells(3, "B").Value 
TowerFrequency = Cells(4, "B").Value 
BaselineFrequency = Cells(5, "B").Value 
BaselineOverlapFraction = Cells(6, "B").Value 
SlantingFrequency = Cells(7, "B").Value 
SlantingOverlapFraction = Cells(8, "B").Value 
BridgingFrequency = Cells(9, "B").Value 
BridgingOverlapFraction = Cells(10, "B").Value 
CellWidth = Cells(11, "B").Value 
PyGap = Cells(12, "B").Value 
PGap = Cells(13, "B").Value 
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VertexGap = Cells(14, "B").Value 
ZStandoff = Cells(15, "B").Value 
CellHt = Cells(16, "B").Value 
NumXCells = Cells(17, "B").Value 
NumYCells = Cells(18, "B").Value 
IdleMoveSpeed = Cells(19, "B").Value 
LineWidthBottom = Cells(20, "B").Value 
NumLayers = Cells(21, "B").Value 
TrackHeight = Cells(22, "B").Value 
'BrGap = Cells(23, "B").Value 
'BridgingLineBreadth = Cells(24, "B").Value 
'InvPyrTowerHeight = Cells(25, "B").Value 
'DropsInInvPyrTower = Cells(26, "B").Value 
'InvPyrTowerFrequency = Cells(27, "B").Value 
'InvPyrTowerDia = Cells(28, "B").Value 
'PyramidLineWidth = Cells(29, "B").Value 
'PyramidLayerOffset = Cells(30, "B").Value 
'PyramidLayerIterations = Cells(31, "B").Value 
'PyramidLineHeight = Cells(32, "B").Value 
'PyramidLineFrequency = Cells(33, "B").Value 
'PyramidLineOverlapFraction = Cells(34, "B").Value 
 
 
'Open a file to write the G Code 
iF1 = FreeFile 
'myFile = Application.DefaultFilePath & "/reference.gcode" 
myFile = ThisWorkbook.Path & Application.PathSeparator & "filename2" 




'Print all the G-Code setup instructions prior to printing 
Print #1, "PRIO_ON_PATH_OFFSET = (0.1 / $MN_INT_INCR_PER_MM)" 
Print #1, "G64" 
Print #1, "G56" 
 
 
LayerNum = 0 
Call Raft 
 
For i = 1 To NumLayers 
    
   'Print solid base layer upon which lattices will be printed 
    LayerNum = i - 1 
  'Call PrintBase 
    Print #1, ";-------------------------------------------Layer" & i & "---------------------------------------
----" 
   'Print the pyramids and towers 
   Call Pyramids_and_pillars 
 
Next i 
LayerNum = NumLayers 
'Print end of program G-Code 







8.4. Appendix D: 
 
Extra parameters for bridging approaches other than the ones discussed in Appendix C.  
 
Public BrGap As Single 
Public BridgingLineBreadth As Single 
Public InvPyrTowerHeight As Single 
Public DropsInInvPyrTower As Integer        
Public InvPyrTowerFrequency As Integer 
Public InvPyrTowerDia As Single 
Public PyramidLineWidth As Single 
Public PyramidLayerOffset As Single 
Public PyramidLayerIterations As Integer 
Public PyramidLineHeight As Single 
Public PyramidLineFrequency As Integer 
Public PyramidLineOverlapFraction As Single 
 
Sub Routine for Approach_A 
Sub Approach_A() 
Dim BridgingWidth As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim y As Integer 
Dim XPos As Single 
Dim YPos As Single 
Dim ZPos As Single 
Dim NumFillLines As Integer 
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Dim Direction As Integer 
Dim PDBridge As Single 
Dim BridgePrintVelocity As Single 




ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (2 * TrackHeight) 
 
 
For x = 1 To NumXCells 
   For y = 1 To NumYCells 
             
  
    XPos = PGap + BrGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (x - 1)) 
    YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) 
    BridgingWidth = CellWidth + (2 * PyGap) - (2 * BrGap) 
    PDBridge = DropDiameter * (1 - BridgingOverlapFraction) 
    BridgePrintVelocity = BridgingFrequency * PDBridge * 60 
    NumFillLines = ((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) / BridgingLineBreadth 
 
    'First print the small rectangular contour 
    Print #1, ";@Cell (" & x & "," & y & ")@" 
    Print #1, ";---------------------------------------Prints a small rectangular contour for bridging" 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
    Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
    Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
    If y > 1 Then 
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        PrintSwitch = "OFF" 
    Else 
        PrintSwitch = "ON" 
    End If 
    Print #1, ";#Decision" 
    Print #1, "PRIO_" & PrintSwitch 
    XPos = XPos + BridgingWidth 
    Print #1, "G1 X" & XPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
     
    XPos = XPos + BrGap 
    YPos = YPos + BrGap 
    Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
    Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
    Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
    YPos = YPos + BridgingWidth 
    Print #1, "G1 Y" & YPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
     
     
    XPos = XPos - BrGap 
    YPos = YPos + BrGap 
    Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
    Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
    Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
    XPos = XPos - BridgingWidth 
    Print #1, "G1 X" & XPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
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    XPos = XPos - BrGap 
    YPos = YPos - BrGap 
    Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
    Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
    If x > 1 Then 
        PrintSwitch = "OFF" 
    Else 
        PrintSwitch = "ON" 
    End If 
    Print #1, ";#Decision" 
    Print #1, "PRIO_" & PrintSwitch 
    Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
    YPos = YPos - BridgingWidth 
    Print #1, "G1 Y" & YPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
       
     
 
    'Now print the small hatch lines to fill in the contour 
 
    Print #1, ";Prints the small hatch lines for bridging" 
 
    Direction = 0 '0 for printing from front to back and 1 for back to front 
    For i = 1 To NumFillLines - 1 'Subtract 1 because of the contour lines 
    XPos = PGap + (i * BridgingLineBreadth) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (x - 1)) 
    If Direction = 0 Then 
        YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) 
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        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * y) 
        Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Direction = 1 'reverses the direction 
 
    Else 
        YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * y) 
        Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
        Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDBridge, "#.0000000") 
        Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
        YPos = PGap + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) 
        Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & BridgePrintVelocity 
        Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
        Direction = 0 'reverses the direction 
    End If 
 
    Next i 










Dim BridgingWidth As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim y As Integer 
Dim XPos As Single 
Dim YPos As Single 
Dim ZPos As Single 
Dim PDInvPyrTower As Single 
Dim InvPyrTowerVelocity As Single 
Dim Direction As Integer 
Dim NumFillLines As Integer 
Dim PDPyramidLine As Single 




'ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (2 * TrackHeight) 
'Pulse distance for the inverted pyramid tower 
PDInvPyrTower = InvPyrTowerHeight / DropsInInvPyrTower 
'The speed with which the inverted pyramid tower is to be printed 
InvPyrTowerVelocity = InvPyrTowerFrequency * PDInvPyrTower * 60 
'Pulse distance for the pyramid line 
PDPyramidLine = DropDiameter * (1 - PyramidLineOverlapFraction) 
'The speed with which the pyramid line is to be printed 





For x = 1 To NumXCells 
   For y = 1 To NumYCells 
    
  
    XPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (x - 1)) 
    YPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) 
    ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (2 * TrackHeight) 
 
    'Print the inverted pyramid tower 
    'Print #1, ";invertedpyramid tower" & x & "," & y & "***" 
    Print #1, ";Prints the inverted pyramid tower (" & x & "," & y & ")  t" 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
    Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
    Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDInvPyrTower, "#.0000000") 
    ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (2 * TrackHeight) + InvPyrTowerHeight 
    'ZPos = ZStandoff + (LayerNum * CellHt) + (2 * TrackHeight) 
    Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
    Print #1, "G1Z" & ZPos & "F" & InvPyrTowerVelocity 
    Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
 
 
    'Now print the inverted pyramid 
 
    Print #1, ";Prints the inverted pyramid" 
     
    For i = 1 To PyramidLayerIterations 
     Print #1, ";Iteration no:" & i 
     XPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (x - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLineWidth / 2) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) 
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     YPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) 
     ZPos = ZPos + PyramidLineHeight 
      
     NumFillLines = ((InvPyrTowerDia / (2 ^ 0.5)) + (2 * PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1))) / 
PyramidLineWidth 
     Direction = 0 '0 for printing from front to back and 1 for back to front 
     For j = 1 To NumFillLines 
      XPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (x - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLineWidth / 2) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) + 
(PyramidLineWidth * j) 
      If Direction = 0 Then 
       YPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) 
       Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "Z" & ZPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
       Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDPyramidLine, "#.0000000") 
       Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
       YPos = YPos + ((InvPyrTowerDia / (2 ^ 0.5)) + (2 * PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1))) 
       Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & PyramidLineVelocity 
       Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
       Direction = 1 'reverses the direction 
        
      Else 
       YPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) + ((InvPyrTowerDia / (2 ^ 
0.5)) + (2 * PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1))) 
       Print #1, "G1X" & XPos & "Y" & YPos & "F" & IdleMoveSpeed 
       Print #1, "PRIO_PULSE_DISTANCE=" & Format(PDPyramidLine, "#.0000000") 
       Print #1, "PRIO_ON" 
       YPos = PGap + PyGap + (CellWidth / 2) + (((2 * PyGap) + CellWidth) * (y - 1)) - 
(InvPyrTowerDia / (2 * (2 ^ 0.5))) - (PyramidLayerOffset * (i - 1)) 
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       Print #1, "G1Y" & YPos & "F" & PyramidLineVelocity 
       Print #1, "PRIO_OFF" 
       Direction = 0 'reverses the direction 
      End If 
                  
     Next j 
    Next i 
 
   Next y 
Next x 
End Sub 
